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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a valid NFV attack? 

A. Hijack attack on hypervisor 

B. DDoS attack on the SDN switches 

C. Poor NFV implementation 

D. Hypervisor resources leakage 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_gs/nfv-sec/001_099/001/01.01.01_60/gs_nfv- sec001v010101p.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the five key features of 5G Core? 

A. Dynamic Control plane,Adaptive Architecture, Converged-Access-Network, Stateless and Network Self- healing 

B. Dynamic Control plane, Service Based Architecture, Multi-Access-Network, State- efficiency and Network Slicing 

C. Dynamic Control plane, Adaptive Architecture, Multi-Access-Network, Stateless and Network Slicing 

D. Control and User Planes Separation, Service Based Architecture, Multi-Access-Network, State-efficiency and
Network Slicing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A. Wireless Access,Optical Transport, and a dedicated Core Network for wireless access running in a Central Cloud. 

B. Multiple access types (not only wireless), Optical Transport, Multi-cloud, and dedicated Core for every type of
access. 

C. Public sector element, a smart city element, a health element, a transport and logistics element, and an industrial
element. 

D. Massive Scale Access combining many wireless and wired access types, Smart Network Fabric as transport
(combining optical and IP network elements, controlled by SDN), a Universal Adaptive Core network supporting all
access types, a Multi-cloud system including central, regional, edge, public, private, and hybrid cloud, and Automation
and Analytics providing flexibility in the network to serve different applications. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company is planning to offer services to different cities worldwide so drones can be used to scan disaster areas to
help identify victims\\' locations quickly, organize evacuations efficiently, and save lives. Drones will be connected to a
5G network. The company is planning to offer two applications running in the cloud ?one to manage drones through
remote control while the otheroffers live video streaming to drone operators. As a 5G professional, you are asked what
are the network requirements for those two applications? 

A. The drone control application needs very low latency to maneuver around obstacles, while the video application
would need less latency. Both applications would be running in the central cloud. 

B. The drone control application needs low latency and high reliability from the network and should run in the edge
cloud. The video application needs higher throughputbut it is not sensitive from the latency and reliability point of view. It
can run in a central cloud. 

C. Both applications should run in the edge cloud because the drone control and video applications both require low
latency and high reliability from the network. 

D. The drone control application should run through a central cloud. The video streaming application should run in the
edge cloud because it carries much data, and that is expensive to run through the central cloud. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Is it possible for a User Equipment to connect simultaneously to multiple slices in 5G? 

A. No 

B. Yes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340976923_Slice_Selection_In_5G_Networks_Novel_Approach_f
or_Accessing _Multiple_Slices_Simultaneously 
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